Threat emulators are tools or sets of scripts that emulate cyber-attacks or malicious behavior. Specifically, threat emulators can launch single procedure attacks or give one the ability to create multi-step attacks, while the resulting attacks may be known or unknown cyber-attacks. The motivations for using threat emulators are various: cutting costs of penetration testing activities by having smaller red teams, performing automated security audits in organizations, creating baseline tests for security tools in development, supplying penetration testers with another tool in their arsenal, etc.
I. INTRODUCTION
It is essential for IT security professionals to find frailties in security systems before cyber-criminals seek to exploit them. Red teams are groups of white-hat hackers that perform penetration testing by assuming an adversarial role. In addition to finding un-patched vulnerabilities one of the most important objectives of a red team is evaluating the organization's security readiness, active controls, and countermeasures by emulating a full attack cycle. Extensive whatif analysis is necessary to evaluate organization's response to an attack that penetrated its premises [32] , [27] , [4] , [34] , [33] , [24] .
Threat emulation platforms, such as CALDERA [9] , Red-Team Automation (RTA) [21] , or Advanced Persistent Threat Simulator (APTSimulator) [38] , significantly speed up and simplify the what-if analysis in diverse scenarios. Threat emulators also make it easier for IT professionals who are not qualified red team practitioners to test organizations security controls and countermeasures. Using a good threat emulator it is easy to challenge the organization's security controls in wide variety of realistic multi-step attacks in a controlled manner. To the best of our knowledge, no rigorous comparison between threat emulators was published.
In this paper, we survey general purpose open source threat emulators suitable for post-compromise what-if analysis excluding tools targeted only at specific types of systems. For example, security assessment tools, such as Sqlmap [1] and W3af [2], web application attack and audit frameworks respectively, are not included in this survey because they too specific and are not general purpose threat emulators. Various fuzzing tools [8] , [42] , [17] as well as network and vulnerability scanners such as Nmap [23] or Nessus [35] , are excluded from this survey because they are not used to emulate complex multi-step attack scenarios.
The threat emulators are reviewed and compared with respect to tactics and techniques from MITRE ATT&CK matrix and criteria such as prerequisites, attack manipulation, and clean up. The contributions of this article are four-fold: 1) We present well-defined criteria and detailed methodology for evaluation and comparison of threat emulators. 2) We present a thorough review the following threat emulators: APT Simulator, Red Team Automation, Uber's Metta, Caldera, Atomic red team, Infection monkey, PowerSploit, DumpsterFire, Metasploit, BT3 and Invoke-Adversary. 3) We present two taxonomies for categorizing threat emulators. 4) We provide actionable guidelines for choosing the best threat emulator given a specific environment and a set of security assessment tasks. The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section II details the background on attacking capabilities matrix. In Section III we define the ecosystem of threat emulation. Section IV present the criteria for comparison, with respect to which we suggest reviewing and comparing threat emulators. A comprehensive methodology for evaluating threat emulators is presented in Section V, followed by highlights of the reviews of eleven threat emulators. Next, in Section VI we introduce and discuss two taxonomies and guidelines for choosing threat emulators. Section VII summarizes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND: MITRE ATT&CK
MITRE's ATT&CK is an open knowledge base of adversarial tactics and techniques which is continuously updated based on real-world observations [37] . MITRE's ATT&CK knowledge base is considered state-of-the-art when it comes to describing common behaviour of adversaries. Many companies, such as D3 Security and AlienVault, rely on this knowledge base in threat intelligence that they consume or provide.
Most threat emulators are designed with respect to the techniques listed in the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise matrix 1 . Attacking capabilities of threat emulators include the implementation of different techniques that comprise various cyber-attacks. MITRE ATT&CK matrix can help systematically evaluating the versatility of attack scenarios that can be created by an emulator and consequently estimating the ability of the red team to discover security flaws during the assessment process.
First we introduce the MITRE terminology used in the rest of this paper. Tactics represent the adversary's technical goals, such as creating persistence, privilege escalation, defense evasion, and more. An attack's lifecycle, also referred to as the kill-chain [18] , [30] , [22] , is typically a series of goals achieved during the course of the attack. Every tactic includes a variety of techniques, also known as attack patterns [6] , that achieve similar goals. A technique may achieve multiple goals, thus being associated with a number of tactics. Techniques are abstract descriptions distilling the essence of many similar attack implementations. The specific implementations of the techniques are referred to as procedures. For example, in order to achieve persistence (a tactic) an adversary creates a scheduled task (a technique) using the following Windows command:
schtasks /create /sc /daily /tn <folder path>\<task name> /tr (a procedure).
Next, we briefly explain the tactics listed in MITRE's ATT&CK matrix and their contribution to the success of an attack. These tactics will be used as attributes in the detailed threat emulators review in Section V.
Initial Access tactic contains all the techniques that enable malware to infiltrate a machine or a network environment. Penetration testing focuses on this tactic.
Execution tactic contains all the techniques that result in the execution of attacker controlled code on a victim's machine. The more execution techniques the attacker has in his toolbox, the more obstacles, such as PowerShell execution policy, he can overcome.
Persistence assures that even if the compromised machine restarts, the malware shall persist. The fact, that initial access is risky for the adversary and require significant effort, makes persistence crucial in the attack's life cycle.
Privilege escalation is required in order to invade important assets accessible with superuser permissions only. Superuser (or administrative) permissions also facilitates achievement of other goals such as defense evasion.
Defense evasion tactic contains techniques that enable the attack to stay under the radar of security defense tools.
Credential access is a goal pursued by most attacks. Having multiple user credentials facilitates privilege escalation, persistence, and defense evasion. For example, specific user credentials may be required to access a key system.
Discovery refers to techniques used by a malware to discover assets, network topology, security controls, vulnerabilities, etc.
Lateral movement techniques are used to reach the goal assets spreading out from the initial entry point. Emulating lateral movement is crucial threat emulators when evaluating network security systems.
Collection tactic contains techniques for collecting the target data assets. In addition to espionage and intelligence, collection also facilitates defense evasion and credential access tactics.
Exfiltration tactic includes techniques for transporting collected data out of the environment to the attacker.
Command and control tactic includes techniques that enable the attackers' interactions with their tools providing input on-the-go.
III. THREAT EMULATION ECO-SYSTEM
Here we define the threat emulation ecosystem. Threat emulators are an integral part of the full red teaming process. Within this ecosystem we define the stakeholder identities, relevant software processes, and their relations. We map the MITRE Tactics (see Section II) to the software components of the red teaming process. The ecosystem elements are framed with respect to four threat emulation use cases: training, security tool assessment, organizational security assessment, and what-if analysis.
A. Stakeholders
Sponsor is the organization that employs a red team for security assessment. Threat actor is the adversarial entity that targets the sponsor. Threat actor's motivations may vary depending on the sponsor's assets. His attacks compromise the sponsor's operational environment. Information about the threat actors, most relevant to the assessed organization, will enable the red team to adequately play the attacker's role [7] , [10] . Red team is hired to challenge the security of an organization. Red teams mimic the behavior of threat actors [25] , [28] , [24] . Red teams may include penetration testers, social engineers, reverse engineers, intrusion detection specialists, and in rare cases also language specialists [3] . Sponsor and red team agree on the assessment target and scope in light of the critical organizational assets and possible attack vectors [7] , [28] . The scope is also limited by ethical considerations and legislation [24] . Blue team defends the organization systems by deploying and using the security tools to detect and mitigate the activities of threat actors. White team is responsible for the coordination, execution, and analysis of the red team blue team exercises [26] , [14] . White teams are most important during training.
B. Software and tools
Operational environment is the hardware and software that supports the organizational operation. The security needs arise from the type of assets within the operational environment, threat actors, and regulation [44] . The operational environment also constrains which security assessment and training can be performed in the real operational environment and which must be performed in a non-operational environment such as a cyber range [25] . Cyber range is a term used for a virtual environment that is created for cybersecurity training. Some operational environments are too critical to allow the risk of malfunction during training or security assessment. In such ceases, a safe environment which imitates the real operational environment is required [25] , [28] . A good example is critical infrastructures and especially supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems. A single glitch resulting from the red team activities in such a system could lead to disastrous malfunction. An additional reason to use a cyber range is the fact that threat emulation can cause the triggering of false alarms, which are hard to distinguish from real attacks [44] . Security tools represent the collective notion of intrusion detection, anti-virus, firewall, SIEM (security information and even management), EDR (end-point detection and response), and other systems that are deployed within the operational environment to protect the organizational assets. Security tools are operated by the blue team. Vulnerability scanners, reverse engineering tools, exploits, fuzzers, etc. are all part of the tool-set of red teams. They are used by red teams in order to actively probe the operational environment and the security tools for weaknesses and vulnerabilities. Following Applebaum et al. [4] and Adkins [3] we include under penetration testing all tools used for identifying opportunities for unsolicited access or code execution including social engineering.
Today cyber security defense paradigms assume that the system is already compromised [11] . Consequently perimeter defense is insufficient and the defenses need to identify and mitigate malicious activities throughout the whole attack cycle. Security array assessment of the organization in postcompromise scenarios is critical. Repeated assessment using red teams is expensive due to the required expertise. Manual red teaming also lacks the ability to replicate the security assessment in fully repeatable manner.
Threat emulators, software tools that are the main focus of this survey, compensate the lack of sufficient expertise of the red team members and aid with automation of postcompromise red team activities [4] . Although, human white hat (ethical) hackers cannot be replaced by automatic tools in the mission of red teaming, however, using threat emulators can increase the efficiency of the red teams or reduce the expertise level required from the red teams [28] . Challenging the security array in many different scenarios rapidly and repeatedly is especially important during training and what-if analysis. When emulating attack techniques that may cause damage to the operational environment or personnel (e.g. persistence, credential access, lateral movement, collection, impact) threat emulators usually operate by leaving forensic evidence that mimics execution of specific attack procedure. The emulators may execute real attack procedures without causing actual damage or compromising the organization.
Vulnerability scanners and threat emulators may interfere with the network and systems in place. Therefore, they should be used with caution within the operational environment. The extent to which penetration testing tools are employed (frequency, intensity, volume, etc.) is defined by the sponsor and the red team within the scope of red teaming.
Red team blue team exercises should be used in a dedicated environment, cyber-range, where there is no interference to the operational environment. The cyber range should imitate the operational environment to the extent possible in order to increase the suitability of the security tools and their operators (the blue team) to the organization.
C. Red teaming use cases Training
The terms red team and blue team originate from military exercises where a blue team is in charge of protecting an asset, and the red team's role is to challenge the blue team's plan of defense iteratively [25] . The result should be a comprehensive understanding of the asset's security mechanisms/protocols (and their weaknesses) as well as improved response in terms of mitigation and efficiency. In some cases, a white team is in charge of overseeing the whole training exercise(s), coordinating between teams, and analyzing their performance. Often the training takes place in a controlled environment like a cyber range.
Threat emulators can be used to train the blue teams and test their capabilities in handling security events. The emulators can create predefined and well-designed scenarios that provide full coverage of essential detection and response cases. In absence of a qualified red team, a threat emulator without extensive security expertise can use threat emulator to train the blue team members in common scenarios.
Security Tool Assessment
The cybersecurity landscape is flooded with security products. Organizations' security needs can vary. The security requirements may depend on the type of assets an organization has, the regulation it is subject to, organization's size, and other characteristics of the operational environment.
Security tool assessment has two perspectives: assessing the contribution of a tool to the security preparedness of the organization, and testing the resilience of a tool (or new version of it), also known as subversive exploitation [28] , [24] . Assessment of security products should never compromise an organization [26] . An organization can use threat emulators to perform comparisons and assessments of security tools. To asses security products, the assessor can use a threat emulator to launch attacks that mimic real scenarios without compromising the organization's security.
Having the ability to create and reproduce the same simulated attack helps comparing and contrasting security products of the same type. MITRE ATT&CK Evaluation 2 is an example of a service that assesses capabilities of different types of security tools. In particular they articulate the adversarial techniques that each evaluated tool is able to mitigate.
Organizational Security Assessment
Security regulations and standards such as the EU General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [40] , ISO/27001, or the NIST catalog of security and privacy controls [19] define a set of security controls as well as standard security assessment activities. For example, section CA-8 in the NIST Special Publication 800-53 on security controls defines the need for independent security assessment using red teams and red team exercises.
Due to the constant development of the cyber-threats landscape, organizations must routinely review, document and update all security-related aspects. The red team role is to identify weak points and security breaches through interaction with different planes of the organization: systems, users, applications, etc. [28] , [24] . In-house or outsourced red teams assess the organization's security by simulating attacks that do not compromise the security but thoroughly test it [31] . Launching a wide range of emulated attacks allows the organization to better understand vulnerabilities and weaknesses it has; as a result, the organization can take measures to improve security.
What-If analysis
During a what-if analysis, the user tries to check two things. First, the system/organization's response and robustness to a specific change of parameters [5] in different granularities. The second thing which can be checked is the impact and response to failures which helps prioritizing and managing such failures.
By using threat emulators, the user can automate parts of the what-if analysis process. Threat emulators allow the reproduction of scenarios while allowing to change only specific parameters, thus allowing to isolate specific variables and key aspects.
IV. CRITERIA FOR COMPARISON
The primary objective of threat emulation is speeding up and simplifying the what-if analysis of organization's security controls and countermeasures in diverse scenarios. Choosing the best threat emulation framework depends on the capabilities of the red / blue teams as well as on various organization constraints. This subsection presents criteria that we suggest using for the comparison and evaluation of threat emulators.
A. Environment
Checking whether or not the emulator can operate in the target environment is the first basic criteria for the emulator's compatibility. This includes operating system compatibility, required changes in the security array, special privileges, etc. 1) Operating system compatibility: Usually organizations work with different operation systems (OS). Ideally a threat emulator should support all operation systems of the endpoints. We do not include in the OS compatibility criteria The OS compatibility criterion may include one or more of the following OSes: Windows, Linux, MacOS, Android, iOS. Due to the ubiquitous nature of mobile devices it is very important to include them in tested attack scenarios. Thus, we include mobile platforms in this threat emulator evaluation criteria, although, none of the reviewed emulators support them.
2) Changes in the security array: Every organization has various security tools that provide some level of protection. anti-virus (AV) and firewall (FW) are parts of the organizational security array. Some emulators require disabling AV and FW to operate successfully. For example, a threat emulator that relies on Remote Administration Tool (RATs) may require disabling the real-time anti-virus protection in order to operate successfully. Such emulator is not suitable to evaluate the anti-virus protection.
A good threat emulator should operate without requiring changes in the organizational security array. In the ideal case, the evaluated security controls and countermeasures are able to detect the emulated attacks but not the emulator's agent.
This criterion value is the set of security controls that need to be disabled to execute the emulator:
∅ The emulator can successfully operate without disabling any security controls. AV anti-virus software should be disabled. FW Firewall should be disabled.
3) Prerequisites: This criterion will specify if there are any special prerequisites for a threat emulator to work. It may include third party software tools (such as mimikatz), hardware components (such as a dedicated CNC server), special privileges (if the emulator's agent requires superuser privileges), etc. Similar to any redistribute package a good threat emulator should be self contained.
This criterion can include one or more of the following values:
∅ The emulator is self contained and does not require special privileges. 3d
Requires installation of third party tools on the endpoints. Priv Requires special privileges (e.g. superuser or running in a kernel mode). We consider an emulator to be self contained if it includes everything that is required to operate on the endpoints. We exclude from this criterion any prerequisites for the dedicated servers because their impact on the deployment is minimal compared to required installations on the endpoints. In addition, since we focus on open source threat emulators we assume that all prerequisites are open source as well.
B. Scenario Definition
When evaluating security solutions it is often required to mimic complex and sophisticated real attacks. A threat emulator should be able to define all steps of the emulated attacks and produce realistic artifacts. It includes both the ability of the emulator to leave detectable traces as well as to cover the tracks emulating defense evasion techniques.
1) Adding new procedures: Cyber criminals constantly develop new exploits and perform unknown attacks. Hence, the ability to add new procedures is crucial for a future-proof threat emulator. A good emulator should allow adding new procedures for techniques it already implements as well as procedures that introduce new techniques.
This criterion is binary: Yes The emulator facilitates adding new custom procedures.
No
The emulator does not provide interfaces and infrastructure for adding custom procedures. 2) Procedures' configuration: Different organizations have different assets, network structure, and security controls. Consequently, it is important to be able to easily modify the operation of an emulated attack in order to fit the organization. For example, one should be able to configure the IP range, ports, and protocols of a procedure that implements network scanning.
On the one hand, if the emulator does not supports neither adding new procedures nor configuring the built-in procedures, its applicability is very limited. On the other hand, adding a new procedure instead of configuring an existing procedure is extremely ineffective. Moreover, the ability to configure procedures is required when emulating a large number attack variants in a row. A good threat emulation framework should provide the facilities for configuring both built-in procedures and new custom procedures. For example, an emulator that executes remote code on an endpoint should at least ensure that the parameters of the executed procedures are set before transferring the code to the endpoint.
We consider three possible values for the configurability of the threat emulator:
Low The emulator contains a set of procedures with hard-coded parameters. Med. The emulator supports configuration files or repeated execution of the same attack scenario with different parameters. High The emulator provides facilities to easily configure new custom procedures.
3) Multi-procedure attacks: An attack can be referred to as a set of procedures launched along a specific timeline. In order to emulate a realistic attack, it is required to combine multiple procedures together. Threat emulators should both provide multiple built-in attack scenarios and support the creation of new multi-procedure attacks. Build-in attack scenarios may serve red teams for rapid testing of new security solutions, IT professionals who are not qualified red team practitioners, and novice security personnel for training. The ability to create custom attack scenarios recombining tactics, techniques, and procedures is very important for challenging the organizational security array and for performing diverse what-if analysis.
This criterion may include one or more of the following values:
∅
No support of multi-procedure attacks. Built-in Includes ready to run multi-procedure attacks. Custom Multi-procedure attacks can be added.
4) TTP coverage:
Versatility of a threat emulator is derived from the assortment of attack techniques it can emulate. To map the capabilities of a threat emulator we refer to the set of tactics, techniques, and procedures in the MITRE ATT&CK knowledge base. The more tactics a threat emulator covers the more complete an emulated attacks can be. The more techniques a threat emulator implements the more comprehensive assessment can be done by using it. In an ideal case a threat emulator should contain multiple procedures implementing each and every known adversarious technique.
At least one procedure/technique is required to claim that a technique/tactic, respectively, is supported by an emulator. We define three levels of TTP Coverage based on the supported tactics and techniques as follows:
Low the number of supported tactics is less than six or the number of supported techniques is less than 20. Med. the emulator supports more than six tactics and the number of techniques is between 20 and 40. High the number of supported tactics is eight or more and the number of supported techniques is more than 40.
The above thresholds are quite low taking into account the 12 tactics and 266 techniques currently listed by MITRE in the Enterprise ATT&CK matrix. Unfortunately, the overall TTP Coverage provided by current threat emulators is very low. The thresholds were set such that they partition the set of emulators into three non-trivial groups.
C. Scenario execution 1) Stopping an attack mid run-time: When examining an operational environment during the execution of a simulated attack an operator may want to stop the attack for various reasons. For example, a simulated attack might consume too much computational resources or cause other damage or crucial updates may be required to the endpoints. There may also raise a need to change the attack scenario after the evaluation process have started. For example, the red team may realize that the scenario is missing some crucial components for effective assessment. In this case the red team would like to stop and restart the evaluation. Consequently, it is important to have the option to stop an emulated attack at any stage before it finishes running.
Note, that changing the attack scenario while it is being executed results in a new attack scenario that is different from both the new one and the old one. Thus, we do not consider it a useful capability.
This criterion is binary: Yes The emulator supports stopping an attack scenario while it is running without far reaching consequences.
No
The emulator does not provide such functionality and the operator is required to manually stop all the attack components. 2) Cleanup: After an emulated attack scenario has finished or has been stopped in the middle it is required to roll back the machines to their previous state, and cleanup all traces of the attack. This functionality is especially important when emulating large numbers of attacks. Cleanup may include for example, changed registry values, files, etc.
During cleanup a threat emulator should remove artifacts that it has created. However, send and forget actions performed by the emulator, such as pinging a remote server, may be logged by monitoring system. As a result an alert may be created and stored within the SIEM. A threat emulator is not aware of the security, logging, or monitoring tools in the network. In case that the threat emulation is performed on a dedicated cyber-range it is possible to roll-back the machinery state and continue emulating further attacks.
However, in a operational network reverting the response of the security tools to the activity of the threat emulator is not a reasonable requirement. This will create a too strong coupling between the red-team and blue-team instrumentation. Nevertheless, the operational staff should be aware to possible consequences of the threat emulation including possible collateral damage and false alarms [44] .
This criterion is ternary: No The emulator does not support cleanup. Proc Cleanup included at the level of individual procedures. Attk Cleanup included at the level of multi-procedure attacks. Although, none of the reviewed emulators facilitate cleanup implementation in new custom procedures, it is important to encourage such implementation at the API level.
A good example of cleanup facilitated by a framework are the teardown functions in unit tests. In case of multi-procedure attacks both procedure level and attack level cleanup (teardown) implementation is required.
If the emulator supports stopping an attack mid run-time then we expect the cleanup functionality to be invoked when the attack is interrupted. In case that cleanup of an interrupted attack is not possible we consider it to be a bug rather than assessment criterion.
3) Logs: Threat emulator logs can help the operator to understand whether the attack was executed successfully, which stages of the attack were performed, whether or not the required assets were acquired etc. This criterion refers to the capability of a threat emulator to automatically produce and store log files. It may have the following values:
No There are no login capabilities implemented. If needed the operator can log the attack steps. Base Log entries are created at the beginning and the end of the emulated attack execution. Adv. A log entry is generated for every executed procedure. Note that, if an emulator does not support multi-procedure attacks then, this criterion receives the value Base by default.
D. Operators
1) Required security expertise: One of the goals of using threat emulators is simplifying the security assessment process. Ease of usage and execution of attacks is an important factor when evaluating a threat emulator. Requiring expert knowledge and meticulous setup and configuration of a threat emulator is counterproductive. A good threat emulator should allow an operator without security expertise to execute and configure all build-in attacks. Of course, adding new procedures requires cyber security expertise. This criterion refers only to the expertise required to configure and execute attacks provided within the emulator's original package.
We define two levels of Required Security Expertise as follows:
Low Built-in attacks can be executed out of the box or precisely following step-by-step instructions provided with the emulator. High Configuring and executing attacks provided with the emulator requires, cyber security knowledge that is not included in the provided instructions. Note that this criterion is different from the next documentation criterion that considers the coverage and detailization of the provided documentation. Here we only consider the prior cyber security knowledge required to launch attacks.
2) Documentation: In addition to intuitive user interface it is important to inspect the emulator documentation. While some emulators are poorly documented collection of scripts, some are well documented software frameworks. Good documentation shortens the learning curve and facilitates full utilization of the emulator capabilities. An operator that is not familiar with the emulator should succeed in creating and executing attack scenarios as well as in interpreting the results relying only on his cyber-security knowledge and the provided documentation.
This criterion refers to the completeness of the documentation. It may have the following values:
Full The documentation is sufficient to setup all the emulator's components, execute built-in attack scenarios, create new ones, and interpret the execution results. Miss Documentation of some of the critical functionality is missing. None The documentation is insufficient to setup the emulator or execute build-in attack scenarios. 3) Interfaces: It is important to map the interfaces of an emulator in order to better match the capabilities of the operators and the organizational needs, such as the desired level of attack customization or the frequency of security assessment. Threat emulators may be operated through a simple command line interface (CLI) or a graphical user interface (GUI). Novice operators may find GUI more accessible and more intuitive. Command line tools are usually required for automating security assessment but have a steeper learning curve. Some emulators also support scripting (SRP) to produce custom attack scenarios. A few emulators, such as Atomic Red Team and Metasploit, provide application interface (API) for management of the attack scenarios.
Ideally an emulator will provide all the above interfaces.
The emulator interfaces criterion may include one or more of the following values:
GUI Some of the emulator functionality is accessible through a GUI. CLI Some of the emulator functionality is accessible through a CLI. API Some of the emulator functionality is accessible through an API. SRP The emulator supports scripting of attack scenarios or experiments. When all functionality relevant to the scenario definition and execution is accessible through GUI, CLI, or API we mark the respective interface with asterisk (*).
V. DETAILED EVALUATION OF THREAT EMULATORS
In this section, we present a comprehensive evaluation methodology and review eleven open-source threat emulators based on the criteria discussed in Section IV.
A. Evaluation Methodology
In this subsection we describe the methodology for evaluating a threat emulator with respect to the criteria detailed in Section IV. The expert questionnaire for emulator assessment is detailed in Appendix VIII. The step-by-step evaluation process is depicted in Figure 3 .
First we check and list the emulator components, such as the CNC server and agents; prerequisites, such as thirdparty tools, libraries, and required privileges; needed in order to launch the threat emulator. If third-party tools or special privileges are required to be setup on the endpoints on which Fig. 3 . Threat emulator evaluation process the emulated adversarial activity will be executed then we check the values 3d or Priv, respectively in the prerequisites criterion. Otherwise, the value of this criterion is set to ∅.
Next, we record whether or not the emulator uses agents to emulate adversarial activity. The OS Compatibility, is determined by the emulator's agents if it uses them. In absence of agents the OS compatibility is determined by the built-in procedures and the required third party tools (e.g. mimikatz). CNC server, tools for analyzing the results, and other emulator's components that can run on dedicated machines which are not a part of the original operational environment are not considered for OS compatibility.
Next we check whether changes in the security array are required to successfully setup the agents and install thirdparty tools. For a threat emulator that works with agents we check if the agent can be installed without disabling the local firewall and anti-virus software. At this stage we also check whether the anti-virus alerts on the third party tools or any emulator files that should run on the endpoints.
After setting up the emulator we check the available interfaces using which the emulated attacks can be defined and executed. We check whether the emulator has GUI, API or CLI, and whether it supports scripting (SRP). For each interface, we check if all functionality relevant to scenario definition and execution is available via the interface. If so, we add asterisk (*) to the interface's respective value.
To evaluate the threat emulator with respect to required security expertise we start with launching a built-in attack. If it is possible to launch the attack without delving into arguments or configuration while precisely following the documentation, this criterion will receive the value Low. Simple meaningful names of procedures contribute to Low required security expertise. However, if the configuration of the attack (including choosing the relevant procedures) requires knowledge in cyber security beyond the documented configuration steps this criterion will receive the value High.
We check whether the emulator includes built-in multiprocedure attacks. If it does, we mark the value Built-in for the criterion multi-procedure attack, execute it, and try to stop the attack mid run-time. We search for the stopping functionality in the available interfaces. For example, in case the threat emulator has GUI, we look for a "stop" button. If such functionality is provided, and when activating it all the attack components are being stopped, then this criterion receives the value Yes, otherwise, it receives No.
After the attack has stopped we examine the created logs, if such exist. If the created log describes each procedure that has been executed this criterion will receive the value Adv. However, if only the attack metadata, such as start time, end time, endpoint, etc., was logged, without information about execution of procedures, this criterion will receive the value Base. If none of the above exists this criterion will receive the value No.
After the attack has stopped we also examine the emulator's cleanup functionalities. If cleanup is available, we verify that it is executed correctly, i.e., that the attack traces/artifacts have been removed. For example, if a file was created then it should be deleted. If a registry key was modified it should be restored to the previous value, etc. As noted before, send and forget actions cannot be cleaned up.
In addition, we examined the timing of the cleanup. If the cleanup has been executed after each procedure separately, this criterion will receive the value Proc. If the cleanup has been executed after the execution of the entire attack scenario, this criterion will receive the value Attk.
Next we examine whether the emulator supports adding new procedures and creating custom multi-procedure attacks. First, we try adding a new procedure using the available interfaces. If the emulator is script based we add the new script to the relevant folder. We conclude that an emulator does not support adding new procedures if it requires changing the emulator's source code, for example, inserting a new procedure into an existing script. To conclude that the new procedure is added successfully we execute a simplest attack containing this procedure.
Afterwards, we try creating a new multi-procedure attack either using the available interfaces or by combining available scripts. If a new procedure was added in the previous step then the new multi-procedure attack should include it. If the new custom multi-procedure attack was created and executed successfully, we mark the value Custom for the criterion multi-procedure attack.
Having the new multi-procedure attack, or any built-in attack, we examine the procedures' configuration before execution. For each procedure that may require arguments, such as endpoint's IP for lateral movement or data exfiltration, a file name to search, etc. we check how can these arguments be specified. If the arguments are specified using a configuration file or using the emulator's interfaces before execution of the attack the criterion value is set to Med. Otherwise, if the arguments are hard-coded we change them in the code and set the criterion value to Low. Finally, we set the criterion to High, if when adding a new procedure the emulator enforced an API that supports future configuration changes.
To evaluate the TTP coverage of an emulator we are first required to list all the built-in procedures that the emulator provides. We map each procedure to the techniques that it implements. Next, each technique is mapped to the tactics that can be achieved by using it. The mapping is performed according to the names of the procedures, techniques, and tactics using mainly the MITRE ATT&CK Enterprise matrix 3 . Note, that the names of the emulator's built-in procedures might not match to their names in the MITRE ATT&CK website. In such cases, we map the procedures to techniques according to their functionality. We summarize the mapping results in a vector of 11 dimensions, one for each tactic, except for initial access tactic. The value in each dimension is the total number of techniques that the threat emulator supports in the respective tactic. Initial access is not included in current evaluation of threat emulators because it is mainly covered by penetration testing tools which are out of the scope of this survey.
Last but not least, we conclude with the assessment of the documentation quality. By documentation we refer to comments in a procedure's implementation, README files, text in the respective GIT page or website, tooltips and help options in the emulator's interface, manuals, etc. Throughout the emulator's evaluation process we were assisted by the available documentation. If every operation that we were required to do was well documented, this criterion receives the value Full. If one of the critical functions, required for attack definition or execution, was not well documented, this criterion receives the value Miss. If the documentation does not include helpful instructions for setting up the emulator and executing built-in attack scenarios we set the value of documentation criterion to None.
B. Reviews' Highlights
Each threat emulator was manually examined to determine: (1) which of the MITRE ATT&CK tactics and techniques are implemented, and (2) how each of the criteria discussed in Section IV are addressed. This subsection presents the highlights for each reviewed threat emulator. A table with the detailed review of the emulators is added as a supplementary material to the paper.
1) Red Team Automation (RTA): Red Team Automation 4 is a framework comprised of Python scripts aimed for blue teams to test their security mechanisms. It has no central components such as a CNC. Since RTA is written in Python it can be used only on Python supported OS and on endpoints that have Python installed on them. py2exe can be used to operate RTA on Windows OS without Python. To use all the built-in functionality, RTA requires additional third-party software. For example, in order to simulate lateral movement psexec or xcopy are required.
RTA includes minimal documentation with setup and execution instructions on its Git page 5 and in comments within its scripts. The scripts can be combined to create a multi-procedure attack. Additionally, it is possible to edit procedures or add new ones using Python. RTA requires Python knowledge to be used effectively.
There is no log file that documents the emulated attack execution and the changes made to the endpoint. But RTA has a cleanup process which is useful to revert the changes within each procedure.
RTA scripts implement a decent number of techniques from MITRE's ATT&CK matrix. However, the coverage of the tactics is not uniform. For example, persistence and defense evasion tactics are well covered with 10 and 20 techniques respectively, while lateral movement has only three techniques implemented in RTA. RTA can also generate network traffic that mimics communication with the attacker's CNC.
RTA provides both procedures that anti-viruses usually do not detect and common procedures that can be detected by anti-viruses. RTA does not require disabling security tools in order to launch most of the procedures.
Overall, RTA is suitable to test an entire network and is capable of simulating real-life threats, due to its versatility of tactics and techniques. The fact that this tool is Python based makes it easier to add advanced techniques and more sophisticated attacks.
2) Metasploit: Metasploit 6 is one of the most used penetration testing toolkits. It focuses on initial access and execution tactics and contains a large library of vulnerabilities and exploits [16] . Metasploit can also be used as a threat emulator for security assessment thanks to the post-compromise tools it contains.
Metasploit attack modules may deliver a payload to the compromised endpoint in order to perform the postcompromise activities. Meterpreter is the Metasploit's most known payload. Meterpreter provides a good coverage of post-compromise tactics including discovery, collection, persistence, privilege escalation and more. It employs third-party tools such as psexec and BruteForce for lateral movement.
Metasploit does not have a library of built-in multiprocedure attacks. But extensive attack scenarios that mimic real APTs can be scripted. For example, AutoTTP 7 is a scripting package that enables generating and executing multi-procedure attack scenarios using the API of Metasploit and Empire 8 . AutoTTP organizes the attack procedures along an attack life cycle suggested by its developer Jym Cheong.
Metasploit server components are a part of Kali Linux OS, but can also be installed on Windows OS. Metasploit target endpoints may run Windows, Linux and MacOS. Most of the attacks performed by Metasploit are not detected by standard anti-virus tools.
An operator needs to have extensive cyber-security knowledge and some knowledge in Ruby in order to both launch built-in attacks and add new attack procedures. In order to ease up on the operator, a GUI version of Metasploit, called Armitage, has been developed 9 .
3) Invoke-Adversary: Invoke-Adversary 10 is a PowerShell script intended for blue teams to test their security mechanisms. Since Invoke-Adversary is written in PowerShell it can be used only on PowerShell supported OS and on endpoints that have PowerShell installed and enabled on them.
Invoke-Adversary main menu is based on MITRE's ATT&CK matrix tactics list. The menu allows the operator to execute a single technique for each tactic. Invoke-Adversary implements six to ten techniques for each of the following tactics: persistence, discovery, credential access, defense evasion, command and control, and execution. However, Invoke-Adversary provides only one technique for the collection tactic. Lateral movement is not supported.
Procedures provided by Invoke-Adversary for the credential access tactic are usually not detected by an anti-virus. Other provided procedures are common and can be detected by anti-viruses.
Since Invoke-Adversary is a PowerShell script, it can be modified by an operator that has sufficient knowledge in PowerShell and in cyber-security. Such an operator can edit procedures, add new custom procedures, and compose multi-procedure attacks. Invoke-Adversary does not provide cleanup functionality. It outputs a log to the console at the end of attack execution.
Overall, Invoke-Adversary is suitable for testing a stand alone endpoint, but operators are required to have cybersecurity expertise in order to execute attacks that combine more than one procedure. 4) Blue Team Training Toolkit (BT3): BT3 11 is a platform that generates network traffic that mimics malicious activity. It is primarily used as blue team training kit. BT3 offers free components and paid components. The free components include 14 network attack simulations and 10 hash collisions. The attack components cannot be combined into a multiprocedure attack scenario.
BT3 has to be installed on Linux server. However, the network simulation can target endpoints with any OS. Hash collision can be performed only on the Linux server.
BT3 does not require Linux knowledge. It provides install.sh script for easy setup. However, in order to execute a malicious network traffic simulation, the operator should recognize attack procedures and the required configurations by the procedures' names. Consequently, cyber-security knowledge is required to correctly operate the network simulations. BT3 Web site provides sufficient reference on all BT3 components. Some BT3 components require additional thirdparty tools such as LHOST, SSL, etc.
BT3 does not have a cleanup functionality. Files created from hash collision need to be manually removed by the operator.
BT3 only performs malicious network traffic simulation and known malware hash collision files.
Overall, BT3 is suitable to test an IDS or hash based anti-virus. The fact that BT3 does not have multi-procedure attacks and does not support various tactics and techniques makes it hard to use for threat emulation. 5) Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) Simulator: APT simulator 12 is a Windows batch script, which aims to be as simple as possible with little user interaction. APT simulator runs on Windows with no additional setup requirements and with required configuration. It does not support other OSs.
The procedures' documentation including execution instructions appear in comments inside the code. However, having sufficient expertise, it is possible to add new procedures and create new attacks by editing and combining batch scripts. Sophisticated procedures and techniques can be created by adding third-party tools to APT simulator's folder and writing an appropriate batch script that utilizes them.
Most of the procedures implemented in APT simulator were detected by an anti-virus. The procedures detected by an anti-virus are listed in the tool's Git page. Currently, APT Simulator implements techniques for persistence and discovery tactics (eight and seven techniques, respectively).
APT simulator lacks lateral movement capabilities. It has no CNC component and no cleanup or logging functionalities.
Overall, APT Simulator is suitable for endpoint device testing. It can be deployed and ran in minutes on Windows environment and it provides a basic testing for the security of an endpoint. 6) Caldera: Caldera 13 is a threat emulator developed by the MITRE organization. It is designed to test the security of a Windows system [4] . Caldera includes remote access agent, database, and server components. Caldera server can be installed on Windows server or Windows 10 platforms. Caldera's agents can run on Windows. The installation and configuration process of Caldera's components is longer than that of most of the threat emulators. In order to use Caldera's remote agent, it is required to disable the anti-virus software running on the endpoint.
Once installed, Caldera's graphical interface allows the operator to control all the agents and get visual feedback about an ongoing attack. All the attacks in Caldera are taken from MITRE ATT&CK matrix and information about the procedures can be found in the MITRE documentation. Attack procedures can be chosen from the Caldera's library and combined together to create custom multi-procedure attacks. Caldera gives the operator the option to import his own Remote Administrative Tool (RAT) to perform additional procedures or have a different CNC communication. Caldera's lateral movement capabilities allow choosing the first compromised machine ("patient zero") out of the endpoints with Caldera's agents. Other tactics that Caldera covers are persistence, privilege escalation and discovery with seven, six and eleven techniques respectively.In addition, Caldera provides a built-in cleanup functionality.
Overall, Caldera provides user friendly interface and functionality to compile new attacks from existing procedures. Caldera is most suitable for those who search for a threat emulator with a large variety of built-in features, lateral movement and CNC communication using RAT, and a large set of discovery procedures. 7) Infection Monkey: Infection Monkey 14 is a threat emulator used for testing and assessing the defenses against lateral movement and discovery tactics (mostly initial access). Infection Monkey has a CNC component and it requires RAT to be installed on the endpoints. Since anti-virus tools label the RAT used by Infection Monkey as a threat, it is required to disable anti-virus tools for Infection Monkey to function properly. Infection Monkey server can be installed on any OS with no additional knowledge required to launch an attack, while its RAT component can be installed on Windows and Linux (but not on MAC OS).
The emulator provides the ability to choose the first 13 https://github.com/mitre/caldera 14 https://github.com/guardicore/monkey compromised machine out of the endpoints with the Infection Monkey RAT. It reports about machines that were infected in the process of lateral movement. Infection Monkey is designed with a purpose to test the defenses against lateral movement. But it lacks versatility of tactics and supports low number of procedures. The techniques and exploits used by Infection Monkey come from real-world scenarios, making it close to a real attacker's behavior when it comes to lateral movement. Notably, most of the procedures, if executed separately without the RAT, would have remained undetected by anti-viruses.
The progress of each attack execution is logged in the interface and a detailed review of the results is provided. Infection Monkey provides a clean up option which is useful when examining live systems.
Overall, Infection Monkey is a good threat emulator for testing network defenses. Moreover, its easy installation process together with a graphical user interface, cleanup, logging, and OS versatility make it a suitable choice for novice operators that are looking for an easy way to test network environment. 8) PowerSploit: PowerSploit 15 is a collection of Power-Shell based scripts aimed for various security assessment tasks. Since PowerSploit is based on PowerShell, it runs natively on any Windows OS with PowerShell installed. In addition, there are adds-on that can be installed on MacOS and Linux to enable using PowerShell.
New procedures can be implemented using PowerShell scripts. PowerSploit's scripts can be manually combined into a custom multi-procedure attack. PowerSploit lacks cleanup and logging functionalities.
PowerSploit supports a high number of sophisticated procedures. As a result it requires cyber-security expertise in addition to PowerShell knowledge. PowerSploit supports various techniques that cover persistence, privilege escalation, defense evasion, and discovery tactics (18, 9, 18 and 18 techniques respectively). Also supports credential access, collection, and lateral movement tactics with 7 ,7 and 6 techniques, respectively.
Overall, PowerSploit can be a quick and easy baseline assessment tool. It is well documented, and it contains a high amount of procedures, specifically a high number of procedures that try to avoid getting caught by anti-viruses. 9) DumpsterFire: DumpsterFire 16 is a platform for building attacks using techniques the majority of which are not mentioned in MITRE ATT&CK matrix. For example, creation of 5000 files, search for hacking tools in Google, and running of a video in loop on YouTube. DumpsterFire can be executed only on Linux systems. DumpsterFire does not have a cleanup option, and documentation can be found only their GitHub page and within the procedure scripts in form of comments. Logs of the execution are shown on the CLI.
A multi-procedure attack is built by choosing techniques from a menu. DumpsterFire provides a set of built-in multiprocedure attacks packed with a well-built CLI. In addition, DumpsterFire implements a variety of discovery and credential access techniques (13 and 6 techniques, respectively). However, DumpsterFire lacks CNC and lateral movement techniques. Overall, DumpsterFire supports low number of techniques covering few tactics. However, the provided techniques and the simple interface make DumpsterFire useful for examining the basic security of Linux endpoints in an easy and accessible manner. 10) Uber's Metta: Metta 17 is a threat emulator developed by Uber organization. Its main purpose is assessing the endpoints' security. But it also includes a set of network security testing procedures. Uber's Metta can be executed on endpoints with Linux, Windows and MacOS. In order to use Metta, an organization needs to install Redis server, Python 2.7 and Vagrant, which makes the installation process a bit more complicated than other threat emulators.
Metta provides built-in attacks, each of which executes all the techniques that achieve a specific tactic. For example, an attack that consists of techniques all of which achieve collection of a user's data. Such an attack does not emulate the complete attack cycle, rather focusing on a wide assessment of specific defense targets.
Metta also provides the operator with the ability to create custom multi-procedure attacks. Metta supports CNC and lateral movement tactics. But lateral movement procedures are only implemented for Linux. Metta also provides various techniques for achieving discovery, credential access and defense evasion tactics (ten, seven, and seven techniques, respectively). Persistence, privilege escalation, collection and exfiltration tactics are supported by Metta with few techniques only. Most of the procedures implemented in Metta were not detected by anti-virus tools.
Metta has no logging or clean up functionalities. Consequently, Metta is suitable for operators who need to test specific parts of endpoint security across many platforms. 11) Atomic Red Team: Atomic Red Team a threat emulation library of lightweight security tests that can be rapidly executed by security teams 18 . Attack scenarios can be executed using command line, PowerShell, and Shell. It is compatible with all major operating systems. Atomic Red Team also provides an API written in Ruby.
Atomic Red Team supports multiple techniques for achieving persistence, privilege escalation, defense evasion, credential access, and discovery tactics (20, 9, 24, 9 and 16 techniques, respectively) . It also includes procedures for lateral movement and simulates CNC communication. All procedures are mapped to the MITRE ATT&CK matrix. It is possible to add new custom procedure scripts.
In addition, Atomic Red Team uses third-party tools, such as mimikatz 19 for performing credential dumping technique.
Most of the procedures are undetected by anti-virus tools. Atomic Red Team lacks logging and cleanup functionalities. Documentation is provided only as comments in the procedures' scripts.
One of the main objectives of Atomic Red Team is enabling the operator to execute procedures quickly with none to minimal installation required, however, Atomic Red Team may require cyber-security knowledge in order to be used effectively.
VI. TAXONOMIES OF THREAT EMULATORS
In this section we present two taxonomies of the reviewed threat emulators. The Technical Compatibility taxonomy, presented in Figure 4 , categorizes the reviewed threat emulators according to their execution type and their environment evaluation capabilities. The Attack's Complexity and Diversity taxonomy, presented in Figure 5 , illustrates the trade-off between the knowledge required from the operator and integration difficultly vs. the versatility and attack complexity.
A. Threat Emulator's Technical Compatibility
The purpose of this taxonomy is to help an operator in choosing a suitable emulator for his needs based on the system's architecture and the test subject (a set of connected endpoints or a single endpoint). a) Execution Type: Script Based Execution. A threat emulation is launched via a script or a set of scripts. In script-based threat emulators each script is a procedure that executes a certain technique, thus a collection of scripts can represent an attack. Script based attacks are more "code" oriented; customizing attacks and launching multi-procedure attacks may require coding knowledge. Interface Based Execution. A threat emulation with an interface is simpler to run, since most of the interaction is via the interface. b) Lateral Movement Capability: Not Available. No simulation of lateral movement can be done by the threat emulator, hence the emulator is suitable for endpoints only. Available. A threat emulator can perform lateral movement, thus giving the ability to test network defenses and network isolation.
In addition, Figure 4 shows which operating systems are supported by each threat emulator, whether an emulator has traces cleanup capability, the capability of adding new procedures and techniques, if it is possible to choose the order in which the machines will be attacked, and if it has the possibility of stopping an attack during its execution.
B. Attack's Complexity and Versatility vs. Required expertise and Difficulty of Integration
The taxonomy presented in Figure 5 illustrates the tradeoff between the versatility and complexity of attacks supported by a threat emulator and the knowledge and effort required to operate it.
On the one hand, we ranked threat emulators according to their ability to express attacks. Higher versatility, as mentioned in previous sections, means that more attack scenarios can be created, more tactics can be examined and better understanding of the security array limitations can be gained. Attack's complexity represents the quality and sophistication of attacks. The more complex an emulated attack is, the better the chances it has to resemble a real attack. Presumably, a machine or a set of connected machines that can withstand a high complexity emulated attack, will be able to defend against a real, similar attack.
On the other hand, an operator can be required to have significant knowledge and training to being able to successfully operate a certain threat emulator. Moreover, the more preliminary installations (e.g., database, agents, server, etc.) are required, the longer it takes to integrate the emulator and prepare it for operation.
As can be seen in Figure 5 , the higher a threat emulator on the versatility and attack complexity scale, the higher it is on the required knowledge and difficulty of integration scale.
C. Guidelines for Selecting Threat Emulators
Based on the above taxonomies, we formulate guidelines for choosing the appropriate threat emulator given a specific environment and a set of security assessment tasks.
• When checking how exploitable a machine is or how easy it is to get from a certain entry point in a network to a specific machine (by using exploits and malicious activity), an operator should choose a threat emulator with lateral movement option (in order to traverse from one machine to another). Such emulators can be seen in Figure 4 . • When examining the effectiveness of measures for data protection (defending assets such as credentials, important files, configurations, etc.) an operator should look for a threat emulator that has a many (not necessarily sophisticated) techniques. The purpose is to check as many techniques as possible. • If the purpose is to check if a software is better than baseline defenses, such as anti-virus and firewall, the operator should use a threat emulator with high or medium amount of procedures that cannot be detected by an anti-virus. That is to say, a threat emulator with high level of complexity should be used. • When the purpose is to test if specific software is good at least as the default anti-virus of Windows, an operator should use a threat emulator with procedures that can be detected by anti-virus and check if the examined software also detects them. This test can be regarded as the baseline test for the examined software. • If the purpose is to check whether the software can find advanced persistence threat attacks, an operator should use a threat emulator that can reflect the software's abilities against APT's. Therefore, the threat emulator should have the following characteristics: high or medium level of complexity, support for multi-procedure attacks, high amount (more than 30) of undetectable procedures, lateral movement, and an option to add more procedures and techniques. • Experience and knowledge of the operator is an essential factor when deciding which emulator to use. Some emulators such as Uber's Metta may require coding knowledge to create, launch and manage attacks. In some circumstances a simple threat emulator is sufficient, while in others there is no choice but to choose a threat emulator that requires a qualified experts. For example, when testing tools or security systems that monitor operating system (e.g., changes to registry keys, file creation or DNS requests), simple to operate threat emulators, such as APTSimualtor or DumpsterFire, are sufficient. In contrast, when testing advanced IoCs (e.g., process injection, file encryption or credential dumps) threat emulators, such as PowerSploit and Red Team Automation, are required. Moreover, if the operator wishes to execute real CVEs and create real-life attacks, it is needed to use threat emulators that may require experts to operate correctly the attacks or even to extend or create the attacks. • Integration difficulty is something that could affect the usefulness of a threat emulator in some situations. Time and effort spent on configuring and deploying a threat emulators can vary between emulators. If the goal of assessment is to perform baseline checks and launch a simple attack on a machine, it is advised to choose an emulator that does not require difficult integration. For instance,APT Simulator or Infection monkey Figure 6 presents a high-level flow of selecting a threat 1) It is essential to determine what execution environment will be tested. Consequentially, one should look at the technical compatibility taxonomy (see Figure 4 ) and choose a group of threat emulators that work on the chosen platforms. 2) The next consideration is the necessity of lateral movement. The right column in the technical compatibility taxonomy (see Figure 4 ) shows the emulators with lateral movement capabilities. If lateral movement is required alongside other tactics, there are two options: 1) take two separate threat emulators, one for lateral movement tactics and one for the other tactics; 2) use a single threat emulator that contains all the tactics we need. The reason the first option may be preferred over the later is the fact that threat emulators with high number of tactics and procedures may require previous knowledge and not always simple to operate. 3) The coding knowledge of the operator is relevant when deciding which emulator to use. If an operator is familiar with scripting languages such as Python, batch or PowerShell he can use script based threat emulators to manage the procedures and create new attack scenarios. If the operator lacks coding knowledge, a tool with built-in attacks should be used (see the last row in Figure 4 ). 4) Threat emulators with high amount of diverse techniques may require cyber-security knowledge, due to the fact that high number of different techniques require high knowledge about their usage and purpose. When checking basic and standard techniques such as file, registry and user manipulation, the simplest threat emulator can be used to emulate these kind of techniques without any previous knowledge and without any effort from the operator. Attacks that contain a high amount of techniques may have sophisticated procedures and, thus, require the operator to understand how to use the procedures to implement the attacks. 5) An operators who wants to test high number of scenarios requires a tool with a high number of procedures and techniques. High number of procedures gives the operator the ability to test high amount of triggers on his system and evaluate their effect in various ways. 6) Once an operator tries to check how penetrable, i.e., vulnerable to initial access and execution tactics an organization is, the operator must consider using Metasploit, since most of the CVEs that Metasploit employs implement initial access and execution techniques. Metasploit gives the operator the ability to deploy malicious code after the initial access, thus giving the operator an option to continue the attack using thirdparty or self-written tools.
VII. SUMMARY
Threat emulators are viable as a complementary tool for personnel training, security assessment of a product or the organizational environment, and what-if analysis. We reviewed eleven open-source threat emulators and presented a detailed and comprehensive evaluation methodology for qualitative and quantitative comparison between them. The review is based on well-defined criteria discussed in Section IV. We also presented two different taxonomies which can help an operator choose the right emulator for the right job in an intuitive manner: (1) a taxonomy that categorizes and labels threat emulators according to various technical criteria; and (2) a taxonomy that shows a trade-off between the expertise required from an operator and the attack complexity that can be achieved using a threat emulator. The review methodology with respect to Section IV, the detailed reviews of threat emulators, and the taxonomies allowed us to deduce guidelines for choosing the most appropriate threat emulator in a given situation.
Finally, Section V and Section VI can guide security personals when designing a new threat emulator or offensive security tools. To the best of our knowledge, no such survey was done on this subject.
